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TD-d / CCJ

Collated paper 

pile with or 

without offset

BARCODES

(1D / 2D)

CARTS / PALLETS

Perforate FoldRotate

BPRF

Compile automatically book blocks

BBC

Feed automatically 

the perfect binder

Feed book blocks

BBL

Feed automatically

the perfect binder
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C.P Bourg ofers a large range of 
accessories designed to increase your 
productivity, eiciency and proits.
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Key benefits

CONNECTION FLEXIBILITY

Used In-Line, the BCM-e is the only bleed-crease system on the market able 

to match the full rated speed and large format size of Xerox iGen and Nuvera 

printers, HP Indigo 5500, 5600, 7000 series Digital Series presses and more. 

The BCM-e can also be used for Of-Line/Near-Line production with the Bourg 
Sheet Feeder (BSF) and the Bourg Document Finishers (BDF-e), or with the 

Bourg Booklet Maker (BM-e) for stitch-fold-trim inishing. 
Finally, in a Dual-Mode environment with Xerox printers, utilizing the same 

production line to stitch, fold and trim documents (e.g., BSF + BCM-e + BM-e) 

coming from various digital print worklows dramatically enhances productivity, 
and boosts utilization of the inishing equipment to further maximize the user’s 
return on investment. 

TAKING FINISHING TO THE «NEXT LEVEL» OF AUTOMATION AND PRODUCTIVITY

The BCM-e is capable of precision trimming up to 350 gsm coated or uncoated 

stock in sizes from 178 x 203 mm (7 x 7.99 in) to 364 x 600 mm (14.33 x 23.62 

in) – the largest format of any bleed-trim device designed for digital printing. 

Advanced stepper-motor scoring cylinder technology unique to C.P. Bourg 

creases sheets on the ly as they travel through the machine, without impeding 
productivity. An oversized waste bin makes it possible for the BCM-e to run 

up to four hours before being emptied on the ly as the machine continues 
production, while a bypass function afords BCM-e model the lexibility to crease 
without trimming, or to allow sheets to pass through with no action taken.

BCM-e

BDFN-x

Printer

/ presses

BM-e

BSF

BDF-e

and 

more...








